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The Green Road of OA: definition

“Green Road”: researchers self-archive their scientific articles, contributions or books in an institutional or disciplinary repository, usually after an embargo period.

https://oa100.snf.ch/en/context/open-access/versions-of-open-access/
The Green Road of OA: definition

Roads to Open Access – Journal Articles by SNSF is licensed under CC BY.
The Green Road of OA: definition


- All roads should lead to the Green Road!
Timeline

1991: Launch of arxiv, an open-access repository of electronic preprints
...
2002: Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI)
**2005: First UNIFR publications on RERO DOC**
...
2017: Swiss National Strategy on Open Access by swissuniversities
2018: Action plan by swissuniversities
...
**2020: Open Access Policy of the University of Fribourg**
**2021: FOLIA replaces RERO DOC for UNIFR publications**
Open Access an der Universität Freiburg

Open Access-Politik der Universität Freiburg

Die Universität

1. **erwartet** von ihren Mitgliedern, dass sie ihre Publikationen über den goldenen Weg im Open Access veröffentlichen oder über den grünen Weg archivieren;

2. **verlangt** die Hinterlegung einer digitalen Kopie des Volltextes und der entsprechenden Metadaten im institutionellen Repositorium,\(^1\) dies schnellstmöglich und spätestens zum Publikationszeitpunkt. Die Zugänglichkeit zum Volltext kann dabei falls nötig einer Embargofrist unterstellt werden;\(^2\)

3. **ermutigt** ihre Forschenden nachdrücklich, sich sämtliche oder ein Maximum an Urheberrechten vorzubehalten. Dies kann mit dem Verlag über einen Anhang zum Publikationsvertrag geregelt werden. Möglichst freie Lizenzen sind zu bevorzugen (CC-BY);

https://www.unifr.ch/researcher/en/openscience/open-access/unifr.html
Advantages of the Green Road of OA

• Way of complying with the open access policies.
• Way of not being limited in the choice of journal to publish in. Allowed by 80% of the publishers - usually under certain conditions.
• Free of charges.
• Increases the visibility of articles. Indexed by all major search engines.
• Digital preservation insured by institutions, e.g. in case of bankruptcy of the publisher.
Legal aspects

Loi sur le droit d’auteur (LDA)
Vs.
Code des obligations -> Du contrat d’édition (CO 380 sq.)
Vs.
Le contrat lui-même

In other words, a publishing contract can be concluded without a written or oral agreement but entirely through the corresponding conduct by the author and publisher. For this reason, there is in legal terms a publishing contract even if the legally ignorant author is of the opinion that he has not concluded a contract or has “not signed anything”.

Conditions (1): versions

- **Preprint**
  - *Before peer review*
  - = Submitted Manuscript = Submitted Version

- **Postprint**
  - *After peer review, but before any copyediting or formatting by the publisher*
  - = Accepted Author Manuscript (AAM) = Accepted Author Version = Accepted Manuscript = Final Accepted Version = Personal Copy

- **Final version**
  - = Publisher’s Version = Version of Record (VoR)
Conditions (1): versions

https://camacuk.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115005898287-What-is-the-author-accepted-manuscript-AAM-
Conditions (1): versions

Creative Commons licenses by Foter (CC-BY-SA)
Conditions (2): embargo

- Sometimes an embargo applies.

- How to find out?
  - Sherpa Romeo: [https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo](https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo)

- Publisher's web pages

  Journal of Gender Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OA status</th>
<th>Open select</th>
<th>Gold OA license option 1</th>
<th>Gold OA license option 2</th>
<th>Embargo period (repository or network)</th>
<th>Embargo period (personal website)</th>
<th>Subject category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CC BY-NC-ND</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>0 months</td>
<td>Humanities, Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSN (Print)</td>
<td>0958-9236</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSN (Online)</td>
<td>0958-9236</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conditions (2): embargo

- FOLIA allows to manage embargoes automatically! Submit your articles as soon as they are published, access will be restricted during the embargo and automatically opened at the end of the embargo.

Linking political and feminist ideology with openness towards nonbinary gender: The development and initial validation of a scale to measure subjective Openness towards Non-Binary Gender (ONBG)

Université de Fribourg

Molin, Améthyste; Simond, Amélie; Sato, Sayaka; Jäggi, Tiziana; Gygax, Pascal; Meuwly, Nathalie

Journal of Gender Studies, 2020, p. 1-14

We present a preliminary validation of a newly built questionnaire aimed at evaluating people's openness towards the notion of non-binary gender. To explore the validity of our questionnaire, we ran...
FOLIA: public interface

Demo:

https://folia.unifr.ch

https://folia.unifr.ch/unifr/documents/309686
FOLIA: Workflows

• Workflow for articles (journal articles, book chapters):
  • The researcher makes a (unpublished) pre-deposit at https://www3.unifr.ch/apps/openaccess
    • Simplified form
    • Automatic analysis of the PDF
    • Automatically sent to the moderator of the domain
  → Time saving: done very quickly!
  • A moderator (librarian) makes the detailed deposit and publishes on FOLIA
    • https://www.unifr.ch/researcher/en/opencourse/open-access/contact.html
    • Ensure quality metadata to maximise visibility!

• Workflow for other document types (e.g. books): contact folia@unifr.ch
FOLIA: Workflow for articles

Demo: https://www3.unifr.ch/apps/openaccess

Upload Articles to FOLIA

This application allows researchers of the University of Fribourg to deposit articles published in journals or books on FOLIA, the institutional repository of our university.

Only complete articles (fulltext) can be deposited. Abstracts or presentation slides are not accepted. Copyright issues are the responsibilities of the researchers.

If you would like to upload other document types (books, reports, preprints) please contact your FOLIA contact person.

Login (SWITCHaai)
FOLIA: Workflow for articles

Article Upload
Prepare your article. Make sure that your file includes the reference and the DOI (if available) of the original publication and save it as a PDF file.

Drag & Drop Your PDF File Here
(or click for file upload)

Metadata
Complete the metadata of your article (red fields are required)

**Author(s)**
- Last Name
- First Name
- Affiliation
- https://orcid.org/xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx

**Document reference**
Enter the reference of your article in any format (APA, MLA, BibTeX, etc.)

**DOI/URL of the article**
DOI or URL of the original publication
Questions?
→ Are all your publications on FOLIA in accordance with the Open Access Policy of the University of Fribourg?
UNIFR Open Science Week 2021

22 November 12:15 - Copyright in the Context of Open Science
23 November 12:15 - Gold Open Access Publishing at the University of Fribourg
24 November 12:15 - The Green Road of Open Access

24 November 13:15 - Scientific IT Services in Open Science
25 November 12:15 - Research Data Management with OLOS
25 November 13:15 - Open Data and management of sensitive research data
26 November 12:15 - Open Educational Resources - an Introduction
Useful links

- [https://www.unifr.ch/researcher/en/openscience/open-access/](https://www.unifr.ch/researcher/en/openscience/open-access/)
- Submit to FOLIA: [https://www3.unifr.ch/apps/openaccess](https://www3.unifr.ch/apps/openaccess)
- Visit FOLIA: [https://folia.unifr.ch/](https://folia.unifr.ch/)
- Contacts @unifr: [https://www.unifr.ch/researcher/en/openscience/open-access/contact.html](https://www.unifr.ch/researcher/en/openscience/open-access/contact.html)